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ABSTRACT 

The  use of the  interaction of a magnetic  field  with a hypersonic  flow, 
to  effect  the  decelerations  and  heating  encountered  during  re-entry is con- 
sidered.  The  equations of motion  which  describe  the  re-entry  history of 
non-lifting  vehicles  employing  magnetohydrodynamic  interactions  with  the 
flow  field  are  simplified  in  the  manner of Allen  and  Eggers.  Analytical 
expressions  are  derived  for the  velocity  history,  deceleration  history,  and 
the  altitude  and  magnitude of peak  heating  and  deceleration  for  re-entries 
involving  both low o r  high  magnetic  Reynolds  number  interactions.  In  both 
cases   i t  is found  that  the  maximum  heating  and  deceleration  experienced  can 
be  reduced  significantly  below  that  encountered  by  purely  aerodynamic 
vehicles. 

Vertical   re-entries  at   velocit ies of 40,000 and 50,000 ft   per  second  are 
considered,  Solutions  for  the  trajectories  require  the  use of high  magnetic  Rey- 
nolds  number  theory  initially  with  transition  to low magnetic  Reynolds  number 
theory  when  both  theories  predict  equivalent  drag  areas.  The  drag  area  pre- 
dicted by the low magnetic  Reynolds  number  theory  decreases  more  rapidly  with 
altitude  than  that  predicted  on  the  basis of high  magnetic  Reynolds  number. 
This  reduces  the  maximum  decelerations  encountered  below  the  values  pre- 
dicted  by  the  purely  high  magnetic  Reynolds  number  theory. A reduction  in 
peak  deceleration of about 35 percent  was  achieved due  to  the  magnetohydro- 
dynamic  interaction.  Significant  reductions  in  heating  were  also  achieved. 

A comparative  study of magnetohydrodynamic  and  aerodynamic  vehicles 
was  performed  for  l if t ing  re-entries  with  l if t   to  drag  ratios  from 1/2 to 4, 
typical of manned  re turn  f rom  Mars   or   Venus.   Use of magnetohydrodynamic 
interaction  significantly  widens  the  re-entry  corridor  and  decreases  the  re- 
entry  heating.  On  the  undershoot  boundary  the  heat  load  experienced  by  the 
magnetohydrodynamic  vehicle is one o rde r  of magnitude  less  than  that of 
the  aerodynamic  vehicle  while  on  the  overshoot  boundary,  it is two o rde r s  
of magnitude  less. It was  found  that  in  general,  estimated  weights of the 
magnetic  coils  needed  to  produce  the  magnetohydrodynamic  interaction  were 
considerably  smaller  than  the  heat  protection  weight  required  without  the mag-.  
ne tic  fie Id. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

a 

A 

b 

B 

cD 

D 

e 

g 

g' s 

I 

i 

m 

mB 

MC 

Ne 

R 

RM 

t 

V 

W 

X 

Y 

frequency  averaged  absorption  coefficient 

reference  area 

radius of magnetic  coil  

magnetic  field  strength 

drag  coefficient 

drag 

electronic  charge 

acceleration of gravity 

deceleration  with  reference  to  acceleration of gravity 

cur ren t  

current  density 

magnetic  moment of coil 

m a s s  of re-entry  body 

m a s s  of magnetic  coil 

number of electrons  per  cubic  meter 

radius of shock 

magnetic  Reynolds 'number oPOVcR 

time 

velocity 

weight of re-entry  vehicle 

horizontal  distance 

altitude 
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07 Hall  coefficient  oB/Nee 

E density  ratio  across  the  shock  wave p,/p1 

e flight  path  angle  with  respect  to  local  horizontal 

P inverse  scale  height of atmosphere 

P density 

0 electrical  conductivity of ionized  gas 

PO permeability of free  space 

SubscriDts 

E initial  re  -entry  conditions 

1 flow property  directly  behind  normal  shock 

0 sea  level  property 

00 f ree   s t ream  proper ty  

Max G conditions  at  maximum  deceleration 

Max Grad conditions  at  maximum  radiation  heating 
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 
I 

The  application of magnetohydrodynamics  to  high  speed  flight  has 
been  considered by Kantrowitzl. It has  been  proposed  that MHD may  be 
used  to  increase  drag,  to  produce l i f t  forces  or  control  moments,   to  gen- 
erate   e lectr ical   power  or   to   reduce  heat   t ransfer   during  re-entry.  

Unfortunately,  it  was  usually  found  that  the  advantage  gained  through 
magnetohydrodynamic  interaction  was  more  than  compensated by the  joule 
dissipation  in  the  coil  required  to  create  the MHD effect.  Consequently, 
flight  applications of MHD have  not  been  found  too  practical. 

The  recent  advances  in  superconductivity  and  the  promise of the 
availability of large  superconducting  magnets  may  change  this  situation. 
If the  strong  and  large  magnetic  fields  can  be  maintained  essentially 
without  joule  dissipation,  many of the  previously  discarded  ideas  become 
attractive. 

Motivated  by  these  advances, a number of theories  concerning  the 
interaction of a magnetic  field  with hy ersonic  flows  have  recently  appeared 
in  the  literature.  Levy  and  Petschekfconsidered  the  hypersonic  flow  about 
the  magnetic  field of a long  current  carrying  wire  for  both  high  and low 
magnetic  Reynolds  number.  Locke,  Petschek  and  Rose3  reported  experi- 
mental   results  which  demonstrated  the  general   characterist ics  indicated by 
this  theory.  Levy4  considered  the  interaction of high  magnetic  Reynolds 
number  hypersonic flow  with  the  magnetic  field of a two-dimensional  dipole. 
Levy, Gierasch  and  Henderson5  considered low magnetic  Reynolds  number 
hypersonic flow past   e i ther  a two-  o r  three-dimensional  magnetic  dipole  with 
i ts   axis  oriented  parallel   to  the flow. 

In  this  paper,  we  have  utilized  the  above  theoretical  analyses to eval- 
uate  the  potential of magnetohydrodynamic  interactions  with  the  flow  about 
high  speed  re-entry  vehicles. A s  typical examples,  we  consider  the  entry 
of a 1000  pound  probe,  say,  returning  soil  or  photographic  samples,  from a 
Mart ian  mission  a t  40, 000 or  50,000 ft/sec  entry  velocity  and  the  entry of a 
10, 000 pound  manned  vehicle  at  40, 000 ft/sec  velocity.  The MHD effects on 
the  t ra jectory,   forces ,   and  resul tant   heat ing  ra tes   are   calculated in the  fol- 
lowing  sections. 





SECTION I1 

RE-ENTRY DYNAMICS O F  MHD VEHICLES 

A. Re-entry at Low Magnetic  Reynolds  Number 

In  this  section, a simplified  analysis of the  trajectory of a non- 
lifting  vehicle  employing MHD during  entry  into  the  earth 's   atmosphere 
is presented  for  the  case of low  magnetic  Reynolds  number, i. e . ,  
RM << 1 .  The  vehicle is assumed  to  be  axially  symmetric  and  to  contain 
a magnetic  dipole  with its axis oriented  parallel   to  the flow. 

The  equations of motion  for a body of mass m, with  speed  v, at 
:: 

an  altitude y and  an  angle of approach e to  the 

d = Y  
d t2 " 8  + 

" - c, '5 v z  A - 
m B  

horizontal   are:  

SIN 0 (1 1 

Where  the  drag  coefficient is 

CD = Z D  
g v 2 A  

6 These  equations  can  be  simplified  further as in  Allen  and  Eggers , 
by assuming  that  

1. The  drag  coefficient is constant 

2. The  flight  path is a straight  line  inclined at angle e E to 

3 .  The  gravity  term  in  Eq. ( 1 )  can be  neglected  provided 

horizontal. 

the  angle  to  the  horizontal is not  too small. 

relation p = po e-PY. 
4. The  density as a function of altitude is  given by the 

~ ~- 
::: Assuming  flight  over a flat earth.  
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Equations (1 ) and (2) may  then  be  re-writ ten as 

and 

To  account  for  the  magnetic  interaction we now take  the  resultant  deceleration 
equation as 

" J V  c, g v 2 n  R 2  
d t  2 Ml3 

with R the  radius of the  shock,  determined  by  the  interaction of the  magnetic 
field  with  the  ionized  gas.  For low magnetic  Reynolds  number (RM 5 1. 0),  
the  theory of Levy5  for a hypersonic  flow  about a magnetic  dipole 1s used  to 
determine  the  radius of the  shock.  The  resulting  condition is that   the  inter-  
act ion  parameter ,  S the   ra t io  of that   magnet ic   force  per   uni t   area  to   the  dy-  
namic   p ressure ,  E R ,  is unity, i. e. 

loop of 

where 

The  magnetic  field  strength is that  given  by  the far field of a single 
current-carrying  wire ,  i. e. 

B =  m 
z77-P 

m is the  magnetic  moment  defined as 
m = po I A =- po I r b 2  

If Eq. (8) is  substituted  into  Eq. ( 7 ) ,  the  radius of the  shock  becomes 

R = ( "g ;4+:)"s 
and  the  drag  area of the  shock is  

The  electrical  conductivity of ionized air directly  behind a normal  shock, 
assuming  thermochemical  e,quilibrium  to  exist, is shown  in  Fig. 1.  In 
the  analytical  treatment  to  follow, it is assumed  that   the  electrical   con- 
ductivity of ionized air may  be  approximated  by  the  following  expression 

V N 
0 - =  D o  ( x )  
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The  approximation  to  the  conductivity  used is  noted  in  Fig. 1 and is  given 
by the  equation 

5. I 4  6.14 

where 0 is in  mhos/meter  and VE in  meters/sec.  The  electrical  conduc- 
tivity  given by Eq. (1 3 )  is  in  better  agreement  with  the  actual  conductivity 
at lower  altitudes.  This is desirable  since  most of the  contribution  to  the 
total MHD effect  occurs at or  near  peak  deceleration.  For  very  high  speed 
ver t ical   re-entr ies   peak  decelerat ion  occurs  at altitudes  below 150,000 feet. 

6 Fo r  a straight  l ine  trajectory 

and 

Substituting  and  using  the  approximate  conductivity,  Eq. (6) becomes 

Integrating  Eq.  (1 6)  and  using  the  boundary  condition  that at y = yE, 
V = V E ,  the  velocity  history  is 

v 
VE 

- . b a y E  
- =  ( I -  - e  (1 7 )  

where 

I 
$ =  - 2/ .  (N - I  ) 

The  deceleration is 
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The  altitude of maximum  deceleration is obtained by setting  the  derivative 
of the  deceleration  with  respect  to  altitude  equal  to  zero, 

and  the  altitude of peak  deceleration  is   then 

'pt. A.% . G 

For  initial  re-entry  altitudes  at  or  above  100  km,  the  term 

- .  b p y e  e - 0  - 
Thus  the  altitude of maximum  deceleration  becomes 

If Eq.  (25) is substituted  into  Eq.  (17),  the  velocity at peak  g's is given  by 

which  for  the  slope of the  log of electrical  conductivity  curve of Fig. 1 ,  
i. e . ,  N = 5.14,  gives 

The  above  can be re-arranged  such  that   the first term  in   brackets   is   the  
peak  deceleration of a purely  aerodynamic  vehicle  while  the  second  term 
represents  the  modification of the  deceleration  arising  from  the MHD 
forces.  Again,  for N = 5. 14 
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Thus  the  peak  deceleration  for  an MHD vehicle  varies  with  scale  height, 
re-entry  velocity  and  re-entry  angle  identically as a purely  aerodynamic 
vehicle6,  but  reduced by 57%. This  reduction is due  to  the  effective  drag 
modulation  caused  by  the MHD shock  radius  change  with  density.  The 
reduction  term  arising  from  the MHD interaction  has  been  evaluated  for 
various  values of the  conductivity law. The  reduction  in  peak  g's i s  not 
sensitive  to  the  velocity  dependence of the  electrical  conductivity.  The 
reduction  in  peak  deceleration  varies  slowly  with N, with  increasing 
values of N causing  increasing  reductions  in  the  peak  deceleration. 

B. Re-Entrv  at  High  Magnetic  Revnolds  Number 

F o r  high  magnetic  Reynolds  numbers  the  radius of the  shock is 
determined by the  condition  that  the  magnetic  pressure is in  balance 
with  the  dynamic  pressure  (pv 2 4  ). 

Again  the  assumption  was  made  that  the  magnetic  field  strength  is  given by 
the  far  field of a single  loop of wire 

0 =  rn 
L T T  R3 

The  radius of the  shock is then 

R =  ryl 
z 

8 T J 2 p o  3 v' 
and  the a r e a  of the  shock  is 

Again  assuming a straight  line  trajectory,  the  following  differential 
equation  arises  from  Eq. (6): 
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where 

and 

The  deceleration  history  is  obtained  as  before 

F r o m  

the  altitude of peak  deceleration is 

For  init ial   re-entry  alt i tudes of about 100  km  the  term e - 2 / 3  P Y ,  is 
negligible s o  that  the  altitude of peak  deceleration  becomes 
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The  velocity  at  peak g’s  is 

and  the  deceleration  at  peak g ’ s  is 

The  maximum  deceleration  encountered  is  then  reduced  by  only  twenty  per- 
cent  due  to MHD forces  for  the  high  Magnetic  Reynolds  number  case,  due 
t o  the  smaller   area  change  compared  to   the  previous  case.  

- 9 -  
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SECTION I11 

VERTICAL  RE-ENTRY 

A. Dynamics 

Analytical  Results 

The  simplified  analyses  have  been  applied  to  the  case of MHD 
re-entry  vehicle  entering  the  atmosphere  vertically  at   velocit ies of 
40, 000 and 50, 000 feet  per  second,  typical of the  re turn of a probe 
from  Mars  or  Venus.  The  solution of ver t ical   re-entry at these 
speeds  requires  the  use of high R M  theory,  for  the  early  part of 
the  re-entry  followed  by low RM  theory  when  both  predict  the  same  shock 
radii. A typical  re-entry  history,  calculated  using a combination of the 
two  analyses is shown  in  Figs. 2 and  3, for a re-entry  velocity of 40,000 
feet   per  second, a weight of 1000  pounds  and a magnetic  moment of 10 
weber-meters.   Transit ion  from  high  to low RM  theory  occurs at 96,000 
feet. A maximum  deceleration of 328 g's   is   experienced at this  altitude. 
The  fact  that  the  radius of curvature  predicted on the  basis of low RM 
theory  decreases  more  rapidly  with  altitude  than  that  predicted  on  the  basis 
of high R theory  causes  the  deceleration  to  decrease  sharply  from  the 
l e v e l   r e a g e d  at the  altitude  where  the  radii of curvature  are  equal.   In 
a more  detailed  calculation  the flow  would  change f rom the  one  character- 
ization  to  the  other  gradually.  This  would  lower  the  maximum  deceleration 
encountered  and  raise  the  altitude of peak  deceleration  above  that  predicted 
on  the  basis of instantaneous  change  from  one flow model  to  the  other.  In 
the low RM theory, it is   assumed  that   the  density  ratio  across  the  shock is 
constant.  The low  RM  portion of the  trajectory  (Figs.  2 and  3)  was  cal- 
culated  using  the  magnitude of E at transit ion  from  high  to low RM theory 
(i. e . ,  E = . 078).  With  the  exception of magnetic  Reynolds  number, no 
significant  differences  in  the  trajectory  parameters  were  noted  when  the 
solution w a s  recalculated  assuming E constant at . 064. The  magnetic 
Reynolds  number  used  in  these  calculations w a s  based on a length of ER 
and  has a magnitude  greater  than  unity  for  altitudes  above  100,000  feet. 
The  maximum  deceleration is  320 g's,  only  slightly  less  than  the 336 g's  
predicted  on  the  basis of only  high RM re-entry  theory;   s t i l l  217'0 less   than 
the  deceleration of a purely  aerodynamic  vehicle.  The  radius of the MHD 
supported  shock  decreases  from  4.1  meters at 300,000  feet to 1 .0   me te r s  
at 100,000  feet.  The  magnetic  field  strength at the  shock is shown  in 
F i g .  3; it increases  with  decreasing  altitude  due  to  the  diminishing  radius 
of the  shock.  The  magnitude of the  magnetic  field  strength at the  shock 
wave  is  1500  gauss at peak  deceleration.  The  magnitude of the  Hall 
coefficient 07 is also  shown  in  Fig. 3 and is less  than  unity  from  re-entry 
to  80,000  feet. 

The mass of the  coil w a s  related  to its magnetic  moment.  This is 
defined as: 
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where po is  the  permeability of f ree   space,  I is the  current  in  amps  flowing 
in  a single  loop of wire. A is the  projected  area of the  loop of wire ,   square 
m e t e r s  and b is the  radius of the  coil   in  meters.  

Now 

s = i a ,  
where i is the  current  density  in  the  wire  and A1 is   the   cross-sect ional  
a r e a  of the  wire. 

From  Eqs.  (46)  and  (47) 

(47) 

The  mass  of the  conductor  is  the  volume of the  conductor, (i. e . ,   c r o s s -  
sectional  area  t imes  circumference)  multiplied by the  density of super-  
conducting  material  pc 

The  mass  of the  coil is shown  in  Fig. 3 for  a current   densi ty  of l o 5  amps/  
square  centimeter:' a mass density of 8.4 x l o 3  kilograms  per  cubic 
meter  and a coil  radius  equal  to  the MHD shock  radius  at  each  altitude. 
The  variation of the  altitude  and  deceleration  at  the  point  where  high  and 
low magnetic  Reynolds  number  theories  predict  equal  shock  radii is shown 
in  Figs. 4 and 5 for  variations  in  the  magnitude of the  magnetic  moment, 
for   re-entry  veloci t ies  of 40, 000 and 50, 000 feet  per  second,  respectively. 
The  altitude  and  the  magnitude of peak  deceleration  predicted by the  pure 
high RM theory  is   also  shown  in  Fig.  4 for  comparison.  As  the  magnetic 
moment is decreased,  the  altitude at which  equivalent  shock  radii  occur 
becomes  increasingly  higher  than  that  predicted by the  pure  high RM theory. 
The  peak  deceleration  increases  substantially below  the  peak  deceleration 
predicted  by  the  pure  high  RM  theory  as  the  magnetic  moment is reduced. 

ComDuter  Results 

The  accuracy of the  analytical  results  has  been  checked by numerical  
computer  calculations.  Trajectory  equations9  are  incorporated  which  des- 
cribe  the two degrees  of freedom  motions of a body over a curved  earth.  
The  gas flow parameters  required  in  the  calculations,   such as electr ical  
conductivity,   density  ratio  across  the  shock  are  calculated  assuming a 
normal  shock  wave  and  equilibrium  thermodynamics.  The  shock  radii  and 
t ra jector ies   predicted by the  high RM analytical  results  and  high  RM  machine 
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calculations  agree.  However,  the  magnetic  Reynolds  number  from  the 
machine  calculation is well  below  that  predicted by the  analytical   result  at 
high  altitudes.  The  difference is due  to  the  fact  that a constant  density 
ra t io  of . 078 w a s  used  in  the  analytical  results  whereas E in  the  machine 
calculations  varies  but  is . 049 at 300,000  feet.  The  Hall  coefficient 0 7 
and  magnetic  field  strength  predicted by both  methods  agree. A comparison 
of machine  calculations  with  the  predictions of the low RM  theory w a s  a l s o  
made  and  agreement  between  the  methods  was  again  noted. 

A numerical  results  for  the  equivalent  re-entry of Figs. 2 and 3 a r e  
shown  in  Figs. 6 and 7. In this  case,  the  two  radii  become  equal at 110,000 
feet  and  the  peak  deceleration is 278 g's  at this  point.  The  deceleration  level 
determined by the  machine  calculations is below  that  predicted  by  the  analytical 
results  because  the 1959 ARDC atmosphere  model  used  has a l a rge r   s ca l e  
height  in  the  altitude  regime  near peak deceleration.  The  analytical   results 
assumed  an  exponential  atmosphere,  The  deceleration  experienced by the 
MHD vehicle is 3770 lower  than  the 440 g ' s  deceleration of an  aerodynamic 
vehicle  entering  with  the  same  initial  conditions. 

The  agreement  between  the  computer  and  analytical  results  indicates 
that  the  latter  method  may  be  used  with  confidence  to  obtain  trajectory  data 
over a variety of re-entry  conditions. 

The  concept  for a re-entry  vehicle  employing MHD forces  to  diminish 
deceleration  loads  used  here  consists of an  aerodynamic body in  which a coil 
is placed.  The  coil  size (i. e. ,   the body size)  should be somewhat  smaller 
than  the  radius of the MHD supported  shock at peak  deceleration.  This wi l l  
allow  the  vehicle  to  reach  the  altitude of peak  deceleration  before  the  aero- 
dynamic body is exposed,  thus,  ensuring  that no deceleration  greater  than 
that  predicted  on  the  basis of the MHD interaction is reached.  The  net 
decrease  in  overall   re-entry  systems  weight  arising  from  this  reduction  in 
maximum  deceleration w a s  not  examined  since it must  be  answered by 
engineering  calculations  for a specific  design.  All  results  discussed  have 
been  for  the  case of constant  magnetic  moment  during  re-entry.  Even 
lower  maximum  deceleration  can  be  achieved by varying  the  magnetic 
moment (i. e. ,   current  in  the  magnetic  coil)   during  re-entry  to  further 
increase  the  variation of the  radius of the  shock. 

B. Heating 

A comparison of the  heat  load  experienced  during  vertical  re-entry 
by a vehicle  employing MHD interaction  and a blunt  aerodynamic  vehicle 
w a s  made.  The  physical  size of the MHD vehicle w a s  chosen  equal  to  the 
radius of the MHD shock at peak  deceleration.  This  choice wi l l  essentially 
assure  that  the  diminution of the  maximum  deceleration w a s  realized.  The 
size  and  weight of the  comparison  aerodynamic  vehicle  was  the  same as the 
MHD vehicle.  The  radius of curvature of the  heat  shield of the  aerodynamic 
vehicle w a s  equal  to  the  diameter of the  vehicle,  which is a bluntness 
similar  to  that  of the  Mercury  spacecraft. 
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The  energy  f lux  from  agas  to body depends  on  the  condition of the 
radiating  gas  and  the  geometry.  The  radiating  gas  volume  depends  on  the 
nature of the flow. For   the   case  of low  magnetic  Reynolds  number,  our 
description of the  interaction  between a hypersonic  flow  and a three-  
dimensional  magnetic  dipole  follows  Ref. 5. The  general   features of such 
a flow a r e  shown  in  Fig. 8.. A strong  shock is formed  ahead of the  dipole. 
Behind  the  shock  there is a thin  deceleration  layer  which is a region  in 
which  the  velocity  component  parallel to the  shock is larger  than  the 
component  normal  to  the  shock.  There is in  addition, a slow  flow  region 
behind  the  deceleration  layer  where  the  Mach  number is very low.  A 
particularly  important  feature of Fig. 8 is the  existence of a limiting 
field  line  which is a streamline,  which  the  flow  does  not  penetrate.  There- 
fore  no  flow is  in  contact  with  the body surface  and  the  single  heating 
mechanism  for a re-entry  vehicle  employing  this MHD interaction is 
radiative  heating.  The  radiating  gas  volume is the  volume  between  the 
shock  front  and  the  limiting  field  line.  The  shape of the  magnetic  field 
l ines of a circular  loop of current   carrying  wire  is shown  in  Fig. 9. 12 
F o r  low magnetic  Reynolds  number flow, the  field  lines  are  not  effected 
by the  interaction.  The  magnetic  f ield  l ines  are  sl ightly  oblate  f igures,  
being  flattened  in  the  direction of the  vertical   axis.   The  relationship 
between  the  inner  and  outer  location of the  magnetic  field  lines  are  shown 
fo r  p1 = 900  in F ig .  10. RI/b is the  inner  location of a par t icular  
field  line  normalized  with  respect  to  the  radius b of the  current 
carrying  loop,  while Ko/b is the  outer  location of the  same  field 
l ine.   For  purposes of radiation  calculations, it is   assumed  that   the 
limiting  field  line is that  magnetic  field  line  which is tangent  to  the  shock 
front at p1 = 90°, and  in  addition  that  the  shape of the  limiting  field  line 
can  be  approximated by a c i rc le  of radius 

centered at 

It is  also  assumed  that  the  gas  volume  between  the  hemispherical  shock 
wave  and  the  toroid of semi-circular  cross-section  is   f i l led  with  isothermal 
gas with  the  temperature  and  density it would  have  behind a normal  shock. 

At  high  magnetic  Reynolds  number,  the  interaction  between a h pe r -  
sonic flow and a magnetic  dipole  has  been  treated by Levy,4  Hurley,   1Y 
Dungey, l 4  and  Zhigulev  and Romishe~sk i '~ .   The   gene ra l   f ea tu re s  of the 
flow  are  shown  in  Fig. 11. A shock  wave  forms  in  the  gas  upstream of the 
dipole.  There  is a thin  shock  layer  behind  the  shock  wave.  At  the  back of 
the  shock  layer  there is a current  sheet  behind  which  there is a magnetic 
field  but no plasma.   There  is  a small   region of trapped flow at the  inter-  
section of the  axis of the  dipole  and  the  shock  wave.  Again  convective 
heating  is  eliminated  since  the  hot  gas  does  not  penetrate  into  the  region of 
the  dipole.  The  radiating  gas  volume  for  high  RM  interaction is approximated 
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by a hemispherical   shell   thickness E R ,  where E is the  density  ratio 
across  the  shock  wave.  The  shock  layer is assumedto  be  filled  with  iso- 
thermal  gas  with  gas  conditions  representative of those  behind a normal 
shock. 

F o r  a spherical  coordinate  system  with its origin at dA,  and  the 
solid  angle dm expressed  in  terms of the  angles p1 and 4,  the  hemispherical 
emissivity  can  be  written as (Appendix  A) 

d> 52 77- 4,- 7% / F \ r  

J J 
+=o &=o 

where (F/L) is  the  emissivity  per  unit   length  and S is the  distance  in  the 
absorbing  gas  and  may  be a function of p1 and 4. This  equation  may  be 
integrated  for a specific  shape of the  radiating  gas  volume. 

The  determination of the  emissivity of the low magnetic  Reynolds 
number  gas  volume  including  self-absorption, is discussed  in  Appendix A. 
The  emissivity of the low RM MHD gas  volume  for  an  optically  thin  gas is 
shown  in  Fig.  12  normalized  with  respect  to  the  emissivity  per  unit  length 
(E/L) and  the  radius of the  shock,  R, i. e . ,  c/(z/L)R. For  large  shock  to 
coil  radius  ratios,  the  radiating  gas  volume  decreases  due  to  the  increasing 
s ize  of the  toroidal  volume  from  which  the  radiating  gas  is  excluded.  This 
results  in a reduction of the  radiant  heat  transfer by forty  percent at a 
radius  ratio of 5. 

The  ratio F++/($) R is  also  shown  for  an  optically  thin  hemispherical 
gas  volume  radiating  to  the  center of its base of (Appendix  A).  The  emis- 
sivity of a cylindrical  approximation  to  the low RM radiation  volume  is  also 
shown. for  comparison.  The  cylinder  radius is assumed  equal  to  the  inside 
radius RI of the  limiting  field  line,  while  the  cylinder  length  is  equal  to  the 
outside  radius Ro of the  same  field  line. It is noted  that  the  cylindrical 
approximation,  although  mathematically  tractable  for  optically  thin  gas 
(Appendix B), i s  not a sufficiently  accurate  means of estimation. 

The  emissivity  for  the  hemispherical  shell,  i. e. ,   the  radiating 
volume  for  the  high  magnetic  Reynolds  number  case is constant  (Appendix C)  
and  approximately 

It can  be  seen  that   the  radiation  heat  transfer  in  the  high  RM  region  can  be 
a factory of ten  less  than  that   in  the low RM  region  for small shock  to  coil 
radius  ratios.  It is st i l l  a factor of 6 less for  a shock  to  coil  radius  ratios 
of five.  As  for  aerodynamic  vehicles,  the  peak  radiative  heating  for MHD 
vehicles  occurs at an  altitude  above  the  altitude of peak  deceleration  whether 
the  gas is optically  thick  or  thin  and  thus  the  radiant  heat  transfer is deter-  
mined  by  the  emissivity of the  high  RM  hemispherical  shell  gas  volume. 
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If it is assumed  that   the  trajectory is given  by  the  high  magnetic 
Reynolds  number  theory,  that  the  gas is optically  thin,  that  the  density 
of the  atmosphere  varies  exponentially  and  that  the  density  ratio E a c r o s s  
the  shock is constant,  the  radiative  heat  transfer  is  related  to  the  emis- 
sivity  per  unit  length,  the  temperature of the  gas  and  the  radius of the  shock 

Then  the  radiative  heat  transfer is a function of altitude  alone.  From  Kivel 
and  Bailey, l 6  (c/L) in  the  temperature  range T = 12000°K  and  the  density 
region of log ( p / p o )  = - 1 ,  is 

For  velocit ies  near 40 ,000  feet   per  second and  altitudes  from 400, 000 to 
100,000  feet,  the  temperature  can be approximated by 

T 
and R is 

where 

f, = 3/2 
The  altitude of maximum  radiation  heating  can be  found by substituting  the 
expressions  for  density  and  velocity  into  the  radiant  heat  transfer  equation. 
The  altitude of maximum  radiative  heating,  assuming  an  optically  thin  gas 
is 

F o r  the  case of an  optically  thick  gas,  the  radiant  heating  is  proportional 
to  the  temperature  to  the  fourth  power.  

? P A D  d T 4  
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As  shown  before 

The  altitude of maximum  radiative  heating,  for  an  optically  thick g a s  

Previously  the  altitude of peak  deceleration  high RM re-entry  was  deter-  
mined as 

Therefore,  the  maximum  radiative  heat  transfer  occurs at an  altitude  above 
the  altitude of peak  deceleration i n  a high RM region  with  radiative  heat 
transfer  governed by the  emissivity of the  hemispherical  shell  gas  volume. 

The  stagnation  point  radiative  heat  load, s4Rm dt,  experienced 
during  re-entry by MHD vehicles  and a comparison  wlth  aerodynamic 
vehicles  is  shown in  Figs.  13  and  14  for  re-entry  velocities of 40 ,000  and 
50 ,  000 feet  per  second  respectively.  The  emissivity  ration &/(E) R for 
the  aerodynamic  vehicle,  assuming  optically  thin  gas, is . 18  (Ahendix  D). 

- 

Since  the  radius of the MHD supported  shock  is  approximately  equal 
to  the  radius of the  aerodynamic body at   peak  heating  ( they  are  exactly  equal 
at  peak  deceleration),  an  estimate of the  ratio of the  total  radiative  heat  load 
experienced by the  aerodynamic  vehicle  to  that  by  the MHD vehicle  should  be 
in  the  ratio of the  emissivit ies 

The  optically  thin  results  indicate  that  radiative  heating of the  aerodynamic 
vehicle  should  be 3. 6 t imes  that  of the MHD vehicle.  The  heat  load of 
the  aerodynamic  vehicle is larger   than 3. 6 t imes  the MHD heat  load 
(Fig .  1 3  ). This  additional  difference  results  from  the  fact that the  gas  vol- 
ume of the  aerodynamic  vehicle is not  optically  thin  and  though  the MHD and 
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aerodynamic  vehicles  have  the  same W/C A at peak  decleration,  the MHD 
vehicle  has a l a rge r   d rag  at higher  altitu B e s  which  modifies  the  trajectory 
result ing  in a slightly  lower  temperature  for its radiating  gas  volume.  The 
aerodynamic  vehicle is plotted  versus  magnetic  moment  in  Fig.   13  in  the 
sense  that   there   exis ts  a particular  comparison  aerodynamic  vehicle  for 
each MHD vehicle (i. e.,  each  magnitude of magnetic  moment).  The  cal- 
culation of radiant  heat  load  for  both  the MHD and  aerodynamic  vehicles 
included  self-absorption  in  gas. 

Est imates  of the  weight  required  to  protect  the MHD and  aerodynamic 
vehicles  from  these  heat  loads  are  shown  in  Figs.   15  and 16 for   re-entry 
velocities of 40, 000 and  50,000  ft/sec  respectively.  The  total  weight  for 
the MHD vehicles  includes  weight  allowance  for  the  superconducting  wire, 
coi l   s t ructure   required  to   carry  the  loads  ar is ing  f rom  the  presence of 
current  carrying  conductors,   dewar  and  ablation  material   to  dissipate 
the  radiant  heat  load.  The  weight  for  the  aerodynamic  vehicles  is  that 
weight of ablation  material   required  to  protect   against   the  heat  load. It 
is  assumed  that  the  vehicles  receive  the  stagnation  point  heat  load  over  their 
entire  face.  The  total  weight  for  the MHD vehicles  are  shown  for  both a cur -  
rent  carrying  capabili ty of 105  amps/cm2  and  10 6 amps/cm2.  The  former 
capability  has  been  demonstrated  in a single  wire  and  is   close  to  realization 
in a coil.  The  latter  capability is futuristic,  however,  the  ultimate limit of 
superconducting  materials is estimated  to  be l o 7  amps/cm2 s o  that l o 6  amps/  
cm2 may  be  achievable  in  the  future.  Stekly7  indicates  that  coils  will  be  self- 
supporting  for a current  density of 105  amps/cm2 i f  the  superconducting  mate- 
r i a l   has  a allowable  stress  level  greater  than  80, 0 0 0  psi.  At a current  den- 
s i ty  of 10gamps/cm2,   s t ructure   mater ia l  is required  to  support  the  magnetic 
coil.  The  structural  weight  was  estimated  using  the  results of Levy19  for  the 
minimum  possible  structural  weight.  Levy  showed  that a minimum  possible 
structural   weight  results if a l l   the   s t ruc ture  is in  tension  and  that  under  these 
conditions  the  structural   mass  required is 

- w  

where p s  is the  density of the  s t ructural   mater i l ,  (sw is  the  maximum 
working  stress  and E is  the  total  magnetic  energy  stored. E the  strength 
to  weight  ratio of the  s t ructural   mater ia l   used  is   equal   to   that  of titanium 
stressed  to  230, 000 psi,  then a minimum  structural   weight of 2. 9 x 10-6 
Kg/joule of stored  magnetic  energy  results.  

The  maximum  energy  stored  in  the  coils  for  the  case of re-entry  a t  
40,000  feet  per  second  was  2.5 x 106  joules  at m = 100  while  at V = 50,000 
feet/sec  the  maximum  energy is 3 .7  x 10 6 .  Joules at m = 100. The  maximum 
s t ruc tura l   mass  would  be less   than 10  kilograms. A density of 8 .4  x 103 
kilograms/M3  is  used  for  the  superconducting  material  in  the  present  study. 
The  weight of the  dewar  is   the   surface  area of the  dewar  times  the  surface 
density.   The  dewar  surface  area  was  determined  from Ref. 7 and a dewar 
surface  density of 1 lb/ft2 is  used. It should  be  noted  that  the  dewar  surface 
a r e a  of Ref. 7 is for  a par t icdar   geometry  where  the  radius  of the  circular 
cross-section  conductor is 1/3  the  radius of the  coil. 
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For  the  aerodynamic  vehicle  the  entire  weight is ablation material. 
An effecitive  heat of ablation  for  the  ablation  material w a s  chosen as 20, 000 
Btu/lb.  This  is  considerably  more  effective  than  present  day  ablation 
materials.  Figure  15  shows  that at 40 ,000  feet  per  second  entry  velocity 
and a current  density of 1 Os amps/cm2  ablation  heat  protection is l ighter,  
while at 106  amps/cm2  the  protective  weight  for  both MHD and  aerodynamic 
vehicles is e uivalent.  At 50,000 feet  per  second  (Fig.16 ) and a cur ren t  
density of l o 2  amps/cm2 MHD and  aerodynamic  vehicles  have  equivalent 
heat  protection  weights  for small sizes  while  aerodynamic  vehicles  with 
ablatio8  protection  are  l ighter  for body s izes   l a rger   than  3 feet   radius.  
For  10  amps/cm2,  heat  protection by MHD is lighter by 200 pounds  than 
ablation  material  for  vehicle  radii  from 1. 0 to 7. 0 feet. No allowance  has 
been  made  in  the  weight  estimates  for  the MHD vehicles  (Figs.  15  and  16) 
for  the  reduction  in  vehicle  weight  resulting  from  the  fact  that  the MHD 
vehicles  experience 35 percent  less  maximum  deceleration  than  the  aero- 
dynamic  vehicles.  The  decrease  in  vehicle  weight  arising  from  the  decrease 
in  maximum  deceleration  may  be  substantial  but  must  be  answered by 
engineering  calculations  for a specific  design. 
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SECTION IV 

LIFTING R E  -ENTRY 

Comparison of MHD and  aerodynamic  lifting  vehicles w a s  made  for  
an  entry  velocity of 40,000 feet  per  second  and  for l i f t  to   d rag   ra t ios   f rom 
1/2 to  4. The  use of  MHD forces  to  broaden  the  re-entry  corridor  and 
decrease  heat  transfer  was  considered. In this  analysis,   the MHD vehicle 
has  both L/D and a large  blunt  shock  wave.  Physical  achievement of this 
combination  has  not  been  realized  conceptually  and is not  considered 
further.  The  allowable  entry  angles  for MHD and  aerodynamic  vehicles 
along  the  undershoot  and  overshoot  boundaries are shown  in  Fig.  17. On 
the  undershoot  boundary  the  vehicle is considered  to  fly at a positive  L/D 
from  entry  to  pullout  with  L/D  adjustment  after  pullout  to  maintain  constant 
altitude  until l i f t  can no  longer  be  generated  to  maintain  that  altitude. A 
maximum  total  deceleration of 12  g's  was  considered  on  the  undershoot 
boundary as typical of manned  vehicles.  The  overshoot  boundary  shown  in 
Fi . 17 w a s  that of Ref.  20.  The  vehicle  is  considered  to  fly a positive 
LBD trajectory  from  entry  to  pullout.   At  this  point  negative l i f t  is applied 
to  maintain  constant  altitude  flight.  The  overshoot  boundary is that  re-entry 
angle  at  which  the  maximum  negative l i f t  capability of the  vehicle is  required 
to  keep  the  vehicle  from  leaving  the  atmosphere.  

The  physical  radius of the MHD vehicle w a s  chosen  to  be  the  radius 
of the MHD supported  shock at peak  deceleration  on  the  undershoot  boundary. 
The  aerodynamic  comparison  vehicles  were  again  chosen  with  the  same  size 
and  weight  at  the MHD vehicles.   Therefore  the MHD vehicle at maximum 
deceleration  on  the  undershoot  boundary  has  the  same W/CDA as its 
comparison  aerodynamic  vehicle.  The MHD vehicle  undershoot  and  over- 
shoot  boundaries  are  shown  in F ig .  17 for  a vehicle  weight of 10,000  pounds 
and a size  which  results  in a W/CDA of 26. 6 at  peak  deceleration  (and  for 
the  aerodynamic  comparison  vehicles).  The  magnetic  moment  required  to 
produce  this W / C  A varies  with  the  magnitude of l i f t  to   drag  ra t io;  at 
L/D = 1/2, m = 8?, L/D = 1.0  m = 72 and at L/D = 4.0, m = 32. 

The  allowable  entry  angles  for MHD and  aerodynamic  vehicles  on  the 
undershoot  boundary a re  slightly  different.  The  difference is due  to  the  fact 
that  the MHD vehicles  has a larger   drag  area  f rom  entry  to   pul lout   which  re-  
sults  in  an  effective W/CDA of the MHD vehicle  approximately 20 percent  
lower  than  that  based  on  peak  deceleration  conditions. On the  overshoot 
boundary,  the MHD vehicles  have  substantially  lower  allowable  re-entry 
angles  than  the'  aerodynamic  vehicles.  The MHD vehicle,  though  still of the 
same physical   s ize   and  with  the  same  magnet ic   moment  as on  the  undershoot 
boundary now has a much  la rger   d rag   a rea   over   the   reg ion   f rom  en t ry   to  
pullout  which  produces  an  effective W/CDA three  (AT L/D = 1/2)  to  five 
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(L/D = 4. 0) times  lower  than  that of the  aerodynamic  vehicle.  These  bound- 
ar ies   were  determined  f rom  numerical   calculat ions  ut i l iz ing two degree of 
freedom  equations of motion. 9 If Chapman's21  definition of the  overshoot 
boundary  were  used,  the  allowable  re-entry  angles  for  the MHD vehicles 
would  be still further  reduced  from  the  values  shown in Fig. 17. 

For  re-entry  both  along  the  overshoot  and  undershoot  boundaries, 
the MHD vehicle  operates  in a region of high  magnetic  Reynolds  number. 
For  lifting  re-entries  the  magnitude of the  Hall  coefficient, 07 is a factor 
that  must  be  considered.  The  variation of 07 during a typical  re-entry 
is,at entry  (400,000  feet) O T  = 4.0,  w 7 then  decreases   f rom  entry  to  
pullout  reaching a value of . 5 at peak  deceleration. 07 then  again 
increases  after  pullout.  It has   been  arbi t rar i ly   assumed  that   the  MHD 
interaction  with  the flow ceases  after  pullout  when  the  magnitude of 07 
becomes  equal  to  five.  This  occurs at a velocity of about  29,000  feet 
per  second. 

Lift   to  drag  ratios of unity  have  been  produced"  experimentally 
in  laboratory  faciliti.es  but  to  date  have  not  been  studied  in  sufficient  detail 
to  design a practical  entry  vehicle  which  products  L/D  ratios  with MHD. 
It should  also  be  noted  that  the  comparison  aerodynamic  vehicles  were 
assumed  to  be  large  blunt  vehicles  yet  possess  high  L/D  ratios.  There 
a r e  no ways  to  produce  aerodynamic  L/D's  ratios  greater  than 1/2 with 
large  blunt  objects. High l i f t  to  drag  ratio  aerodynamic  bodies  are 
associated  with slim, slender,  and  thin  wing body combinations.  Thus 
this  study  is mar e comparative  then  quantitative  in  that  neither of the 
lifting  vehicles  represent  real  configurations. 

The  re-entry  heat  load  experienced by the  lifting MHD and  aerody- 
namic  vehicles is shown  in  Fig.  18.  The  trajectories  followed by MHD 
vehicles  from  entry  through  pull  and up to 07 = 5 are   such  that   the  MHD 
interaction is governed  high  magnetic  Reynolds  number  theory  and  thus  the 
radiation  heating is governed by the  hemispherical  shell  gas  model,  and 
the  gas is optically  thin.  The  major  portion of the  re-entry  heat   pulse  
is over by the  time  the  Hall  coefficient  reaches  five.  The  heat  load 
experienced  by  the MHD vehicle  is  entirely  radiative  while  the  heat  load 
of the  aerodynamic  vehicle is both  convective  and  radiative.  The  con- 
vective  heating is determined by the  correlation  formula of Kemp  and 
Ridde1123 for  the  Fay-Riddell  theory24 

where p is mass  density,  U is  flight  velocity, Uc is   circular  velocity,   hsw 
is the  stagnation  point  enthalpy  at  the  body  surface,  hsl  is  the  stagnation 
point  enthalpy at the  edge of the  boundary  layer  and R, is  the  radius of 
curvature of the body. 

The  radiative  stagnation  point  heat  load  for  the MHD vehicle  and  the 
radiative  and  convective  stagnation  point  heat  loads  for  the  aerodynamic 
vehicle  are  shown  in  Fig. 18.  For  the  aerodynamic  case,   the  heat  load on 
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the  undershoot  boundary  (convective  plus  radiative)  sizes  the  amount of 
ablation  material   for L/D ratios  up  to 2 .  0. F o r  L/D rat ios   f rom 2 to  4, 
the  heat  load  on  the  overshoot  boundary  designs  the  ablation  material. 
On the  undershoot  boundary,  the  heat  load  experienced by the MHD vehicle 
is one  order of magnitude  less  than  the  aerodynamic  vehicle. On the  over- 
shoot  boundary,  the  heat  load of the MHD vehicle  is  two o rde r s  of magnitude 
less .  

Estimate s of the  weight  required  to  protect  the MHD and  aerodynamic 
vehicle  from  these  heat  loads  are  shown  in  Fig.  19. The  total  weight  for  the 
MHD vehicles  include  weight  allowance  for  superconducting  wire,  coil 
structure,  dewar  and  ablation  material.  The  weight  shown  for  the  aerodynamic 
vehicle is entirely  ablated  material.  The  effective  heat of ablation w a s  again 
taken  as 20,000 Btu/lb.  Weights  for  the MHD vehicles  are  shown  for  wire 
current  carrying  capabili ty of 1 O5 amps/cm2  and  106  amps/cm2.  At l o 5  
amps/cm2,  the  structure is again  self-supporting  and at 106  arnps/cm2 
the  additional  structure  required  is   minimal.  At a current  density of l o 5  
amps/cm2,  the MHD vehicle  is  lighter  than  the  aerodynamic  vehicle  for 
all l i f t  to   drag  ra t ios .  At L/D = 1/2,  the MHD heat  protection  system is 
1700  pounds  lighter  than  the  aerodynamic  vehicle.  At  L/D = 1/2,  the 
MHD vehicle is 2400 PO nds  lighter  than  the  aerodynamic  vehicle i f  the 
current  capabili ty is 10' amps/cm2.  Thus  again,  like  the  vertical  re-entry 
case,  the MHD vehicle wi l l  show  up to  considerable  advantage as current  
densit ies  greater  than l o 5  amps/cm2  are  achieved  in  superconducting  coils. 
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Fig. 2 Re-entry  history  using  combination of high  and  low  magnetic 
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Fig .  9 Magnetic  field  lines of a circular  current  loop 
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Fig. 1 1  Features of high RM flow 
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APPENDIX A 

EMISSIVITY O F  L O W  RM GAS VOLUME 

When a monochromatic  beam  has  an  intensity BA after  having 
traveled a distance S in  an  absorbing  gas,  then  the  amount of dBk by 
which  the  intensity  decreases  through  absorption  on  the  next  path  length 
dS is described by  the  equation 

The  exponent ax is called  the  absorption  coefficient.  The  preceding 
equation  can  be  integrated  when  the  temperature  is  constant.  The  result 
i s  BA = Bho e-aAs , where B A ~  indicates  the  intensity  with  which  the 
radiant  beam  enters  the  gas (S = 0). 

The  transmissivity of a gas  layer of thickness S i s  

- G A  5 
2-A  = e 

and  the  absorptivity  is 
- a h  5 

d A =  I - e  

Equation 3 also  gives  the  emissivity E according  to  Kirchhoff's l a w ,  

L A  

- - a,A 5 
= I - e  

Equation (A-1) is concerned  with  radiation  traveling  through  the  gas  in a 
certain  direction. When  the  absorptivity is set  equal  to  the  emissivity 
Eq. (A-4) has  to  be  interpreted  as  the  ratio of intensities 
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where ix equals  the  monochromator  radiation  intenstiy;   and  ibA  equals 
the  monochromator  radiation  intensity of a black  body. 

In  calculations  on  heat  exchange by radiation,  one is pr imar i ly  
interested  in   the  energy  f lux  which  arr ives  at a certain  location  dA  on  the 
boundary of the  gas  body  and  which  comes  from all directions  in  space.  
The  radiat ive  f lux  arr iving  per   uni t   area  and time, the  emissive  power,  
is given by 

where   do   ind ica tes  a small solid  angle. 

F o r  a spherical  coordinate  system  with its origin at dA,  the  solid 
angle d o   c a n   b e   e x p r e s s e d  by two angles B and 4. When additionally 
Eq.  (A-5) is  introduced,  then  the  emissive  power  can  be  writ ten 

9- ZIT &= m/z r 

J J 
@=o P,= 0 

One  can  define a hemispheric   emissivi ty  as the  ratio of the  emissive  power 
e to  the  emissive  power of a black  surface at the  same  temperature .  

This  equation  can  be  interpreted  for a specific  shape of radiating  gas body. 

If the  self  absorption of the  gas i s  negligibly small, Eq.  (A-8)  becomes 
after  expansion  in a s e r i e s  

4 =LIT 
- 
c, - 

- e x  - - I \ 
" 

I" S / N p ,  cospl ' P I  (A-9) 

@ = O  B,=B 
The  preceding  equations  describe  the  total   emissivity i f  the  subscript X 
is dropped  and a is now considered  to  be  the  frequency  averaged  absorp- 
tion  coefficient.  In  the  work  to  follow,  the  emissivity  per  unit  length 
of high  temperature air is obtained  from  Ref.  16  and is related  to  the 
absorption  coefficient 
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(A- 10) 

This  relationship is shown  to be true  in  Refs.  17  and  18. 

The  hemispherical  emissivity  for a gas  volume  with  the  shape of a 
hemisphere  radiating  into  the  center of i ts   base  area  can  be found  by 
integration of Eq.  A-8.  The  integration  over  the  angle 4 can be ca r r i ed  
out  immediately  because of the  rotational  symmetry of the  configuration. 
The  path  length S is in  this  case  equal  to  the  radius r of the  hemisphere 
and is independent of angle 

- (%) R F H  = 2 \” ( / - e c 0 sp, cl < co JPJ 1 
0 

For  optically  thin  gas 
- 
& p  = 

Therefore,  
base of the 

% R A D  

(A-11) 

” 

2 
the  total   radiation  per  unit   area  to  an  area  in  the  center of the 
hemisphere  for  transparent  gas is 

(A- 1 2 )  

(A- 14) 

For  optically  thin  gas,  the  emissivity of the  low  RM gas  volume  can  be 
determined by taking  the  difference  between  the  emissivity of a hemisphere 
and  the  emissivity of the  toroid  for  semi-circular  cross-section. 

Th geometry of the  torus  is   shown  in  Fig.  1A.  In a polar  coordinate 
system,  the  equation of the  torus is 

In Cartesian  coordinate  system,  the  equation of the  torus is  

(A- 15) 

(A-  16) 
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In order  to  calculate  the  emissivity of the  toroidal  gas  volume,  the  length 
A S  must  be  known as a function of p l .  The  coordinates of the  points of 
intersection of the  line S and  toroid  are 

(A-  17) 

If the  coordinates of Eq. (A-17) are  substituted  into  the  equation of the  torus 
and  the  roots S of the  equation  are  determined, it can be  shown  that 

(A- 18) 

(A- 2 0) 
2 

The  angle at the  point of tangency of the  line  from  the  center  and  the  torus 
i s  

The  emissivity of the  toroid is then  determined as follows: 

(A-21) 

(A- 22)  
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(A- 24) 

(A- 2 5) 

(A- 26) 

(A- 2 7) 

Equations (A-22) through  (A-27)  were  then  solved on the  electronic  computer 
using  the  variation of Ro/b  and  Ri/b  shown  in  Fig.  14.  The  emissivity  shown 
in  Fig.  17 is then  the  difference  between  the  emissivities of the  hemispherical  
gas  volume  and  the  toroidal  gas  volume of semi-circular  cross-section. 

In  self  absorption  by  the  gas  must  be  considered  the  emissivity of 
the  gas  volume  between  the  shock  wave  and  the  limiting  field  line is 

The  variation of radiation of a hemispherical   gas body  to  an  area 
on its base as that area is moved  radially  outward is shown  in  Fig. 2(a) 
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for  an  optically  thin  gas.  The  distance x. is the  distance of the   a rea  d A  
f rom  the  center  of the  base of the  hemisphere.   The  heat  radiated  to a unit 
a r e a  at the  edge of the  sphere is 40 percent  of that   radiated  to   an  area in 
the  center of the  base of the  hemisphere.   The  radiation of the low  RM gas 
volume  to   an  area at various  radial  positions  has  also  been  calculated  for 
an  optically  thin g a s  Fig.  3(a).  The  emissivity  for  Fig.  3(a)  has  been 
divided by the  emissivity  per  unit  length  and  the  radius of the  magnetic 
coil b to  form  the  ratio E /(:) b - 

The  emissivity of a hemispherical  body may  be  placed on Fig.  3(a) 
by recognizing  that 

and  that 

This  comparision  is  shown  in  Fig.  4(a)  for  the  region 0 < R/b < 1. 0 .  
At  R/b = 1 .  0 and  Ro/R = 5.0  the  radiative  heating  due  to low RM gas  volume 
is approximately  forty  percent of the  radiative  transfer by the  hemispherical 
gas  volume. 
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APPENDIX B 

CYLINDRICAL  APPROXIMATION  TO LOW RM GAS VOLUME 

The  low RM gas  volume is approximated  by a cylinder  with  radius 
equal  to  the  radius of the  inner  field  line  and  height  equal  to  the  outer  radius 
of the  same  field  line  (Fig. 1 (b).  The  radiation of a cylindrical  gas body to 
an  area  in  the  center of its base  including  self-absorption w a s  t reated by 

in  Ref.  11 . Inthe  present  notation - 
- (% ‘O/z C O S 6 ,  

TI- ( I -  e ) S I N  0 ,  C o s & /  dB, 

For  an  optically  thin  gas and carrying  the  integration  over  the  angle 4 
because of the  rotational  symmetry of the  configuration. 

J - I  

which  reduces  to P e  

This  expression  was  evaluated  using  the  variation of RI and R o  
(F ig .  10) and is presented  in  Fig. 12. 
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APPENDIX C 

EMISSIVITY O F  HEMISPHERICAL  SHELL  VOLUME 

The  emissivity E for  the  hemispherical  shell  volume is determined 
by evaluating 

~/3/= ?72 - ( 9  
F = J - \  Tr I ( I - e  ) Bl c o s 8 1 d B , d 4  

q-0 B , = O  

The  integration  over  the  angle q5 can  be  carried  out  immediately  because 
of the  rotational  symmetry of the  configuration.  For  hemispherical  shell 
the  path  length S is equal  to  the  shell  thickness A R  = ER and is therefore 
indeDendent of angle 

For  optically  thin  gas,  the  emissivity of the  shell  volume is 

Assuming a nominal  value of 1/10  for  the  density  ratio E 

The  radiative  heating  due  to  the  hemispherical  shell of gas is therefore  1/10 
that of the  hemispherical   gas body.  (See Eq. A-14) 
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APPENDIX D 

RADIATION  HEATING  MODEL  FOR  AERODYNAMIC  VEHICLE 

The  geometry of the  radiating  gas  volume  for  the  aerodynamic 
vehicle is shown  in  Fig. 1 (d).  The  radius of curvature  of the  heat  shield 
of the  aerodynamic  vehicle is  twice  the  radius of the  vehicle.  The  shock 
stand-off  distance  is  equal  to  the  density  ratio E across  the  shock  t imes 
the  radius of curvature 

For  purposes of radiation  calculation,  the  slightly  curved  gas  volume  is 
approximated by a circular  cylinder of radius R and  depth  2eR  (Fig.  1D). 
The  emissivity of the  circular  cylindrical  gas  volume  can  be  calculated by 
the  method  previously  described  in  Appendix B. 

+ (5) R 
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Performing the integrations 

Assuming E is nominally  1/10 

= 7e.7' 
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Fig. 1A Geometry of Low R Gas Volume. M 
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Fig .  3A Radiation  Heating of Low R Gas  Volume  to  an  Area  not  in  the 
Center of i ts   Base.  M 
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Fig. 1B Geometry of Cylindrical  Approximation to Low RM Gas  Volume. 
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Fig .  1D  Geometry of Aerodynamic  Vehicle's  Radiating  Gas  Volume. 
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